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I. INTRODUCTION 
Whereas there are vertex- and edge-isoperimetric theorems it has gone 
unsaid that diametric theorems are vertex-diametric theorems. We com-
plete the story by introducing edge-diametric theorems into combinatorial 
extremal theory. 
Before we state our new edge-diametric problem and its solution we 
sketch some key steps in the development of extremal set theory. We keep 
the notation of earlier papers. N denotes the set of positive integers and for 
i,jEN, i<j, the set {i,i+I, ... ,j} is abbreviated as [i,n. We write [n] 
for [I, n]. 
For k, n EN, k ~ n, we set 
A system of sets .cI c 2[n] is called I-intersecting, if 
/(n, I) denotes the set of all such systems and we write /(n) for I = I. 
We denote by /(n, k, I) the set of all k-uniform I-intersecting systems, 
tha.t is, 
0097-3165/00 $35.00 
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The investigation of the function 
M(n, t) = max I·~/I and de/(n. I) 
M(n, k, t) = max Is/I, 1 ~ t ~k ~n, de/(n.k.ll 
and the structure of maximal systems was initiated by Erdos, Ko, and 
Rado [6]. 
We also introduce the sets 
f;(n, t) = {A E2[n]: IA n [t+2i]l;;:: t+i}, n-f o ~ i ~ -2- (1.1 ) 
and 
n-f 
o ~ i ~ -2- . ( 1.2) 
We also use the abbreviation J; = .~(n, k, I). 
There is a well-known result of Katona, which determines the exact 
value of M(n, I) for all n, I: 
THEOREM KA [9]. 
M(n t) _ {1.%(n- ll/2(n, 1)1 
, - 1'%(n-I-J)/2(n, t)1 
if 21(n-t) 
if 2Hn - t). 
Moreover, in the case 21 (n - t), t;;:: 2, $(n_I)/2(n, t) is the unique optimal 
configuration, while in the case 2%(n-t), t;;::2, '%(n_l_l)/2(n,t) is the 
unique solution up to permutations of the ground set [n]. 
The proof of this Theorem in [9] is essentially based on a result concerning 
shadows of I-intersecting systems. 
Recently we proved a long-standing conjecture concerning the function 
M(n, k, f). 
THEOREM AK [2]. For I ~ t ~ k ~ n with 
(i) (k- 1+ 1)(2 + ~~D <n «k -t+ 1)(2 + I-;J)jiJr some rE N u {O}, 
we have 
M(n, k, t) = I.Y;;I 
and:F,. is-up fo permutations-the unique optimum (by convention 1-; 1 = 00 
for r =0). 
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(ii) (k-t+l)(2+~:;::!)=nforrENu{0} welzave 
M(n, k, t) = I·~I = 1·7;+ II 
and an optimal system equals up to permutations-either :Y, or :Y,+ I' 
For the proof we introduced the seemingly basic notion of-what we 
called-generating sets. In [4] we presented a new compression method, 
which we called the "pushing-pulling method" and which led to new proofs 
for both Theorem Ka and Theorem A K. The proof of our new result 
presented below is based on this method. 
There is a natural transition from 2[n) to {O, I} n-the set of binary 
words of length n: any set A E 2 [n) can be represented as a word an = 
(al, ... ,an)E{O, l}n, where 
0.= {I, 
I 0, 
and conversely. 
if iEA 
if i¢A 
The Hamming distance between an = (01' ... , an), bn = (bl> ... , bn) E {O, l} n 
is defined as follows: 
We say that sf c {O, I} n has a diameter d if 
diam(sI) ~ max dH(an, bn ) = d. 
all,blled 
D(n, d) denotes the set of all such systems. 
Later, in order to avoid additional notation, we will denote (0, I)-images 
of the sets defined in (1.1) and (1.2) again by .%;(n, t) and :T;(n,k, t). 
The n-dimensional hypercube Qn is a graph with vertex set "I/"( Qn) = 
{O, l} n and edge set &( Qn) = { {an, bn} : d(an, bn) = l}. Clearly, any sI c 
{O, l} n can be embedded into graph Qn: 
"I·(.cI) = sI (vertex set), 
&'( sI) = {(an, bn) : an, bn E .cI, d(an, bn) = I} (edge set). 
In set-theoretical language, we connect by an edge AI> A2 E2[n), if 
IAI.6.A21 = 1 (symmetric difference). Two naturally arising functions 
concerning diametric problems are 
V(n, d) = max I.cli (vertex-diametric function) 
dE D{n. tI) 
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and 
£(n, d) = max 18'(.9'1)1 (edge-diametric function). 
deD(n.d) 
It seems that the definition of the second function is new. 
There is a well-known result of Kleitman, which determines the exact 
value of V(n, d) for all n, d. 
THEOREM Kl [10]. 
{ 
d/2 (n) L ., 
1-0 I 
Mn, d) ~ 2 (J,r C). if d is even if d is odd. 
This result and Theorem Ka imply that 
M(n, n - d) = V(n, d). 
Actually it was shown in [1] that the two theorems can be easily derived 
from each other by passing through upsets. 
In connection with Theorem Kl we mention that recently we solved the 
problem of determination of V( n, d) (optimal anticodes) for non binary 
alphabets [3]. 
Now we present our new result. At first recall the definition of the sets 
.;t;(n, t) and define the set 
THEOREM. 
.Ii(n) = {(ai, ... , an)e {a, l}n: al = l}. 
if d=n-l 
if d ~ n - 2 and 2 1 d 
if d~n-2 and 2%d. 
Remark. In addition to the optimal configuration in the Theorem 
we have for the case d = n - 2, 2 1 d also the optimal configuration 
,X(d-2)/2(n, n - d). Actually we can prove that all other optimal configura-
tions can be obtained by permutations of the ground set [n] and of the 
alphabets in the components. 
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2. REDUCTION TO UPSETS AND LEFT-COMPRESSED SETS 
We start with well-known concepts. 
DEfiNITION 2.1. For any BE 2 en] we define the upset ,J/I( B) = {B' E 2 en] : 
BeB'}. More generally, for :~e2[n] we define the upset 
0/1(.$) = U 'll(B). 
Bedl 
For any rc e {O, I} n the upset is defined analogously with respect to 
images. 
For any s/ e {O, l}n, any A = (ai' ... , an) E s/ and I ~j~n we define the 
transformation 
and 
if this is not an element of s/ 
otherwise 
Repeated applications of these transformations yield after finitely many 
steps an 0$'/' e {O, I} n, for which 
TA~/')=d' for all I ~j~n. 
Clearly, this set is an upset. 
For any s/ e {O, I} n the transformation TJ has the following important 
properties, which can be easily shown: 
(i) It keeps the cardinality unchanged: ITJ(s/)I = Isl1l. 
(ii) It does not increase the diameter: diam(Tj (.CJ1)) ~diam(d). 
(iii) It does not decrease the number of edges: 1t5'(Tj (s/))1 ~ 16(d)l. 
(2.1 ) 
Let UD(Il, d) be the set of all upsets in D(n, d). We have 
£(n, d) = max 16(s/)I = max ItS'(s/)l. (2.2) 
"",e D(n,d) .oieUD(n,d) 
On the other hand, if 0$'/ e {O, I} n is an upset and has diameter d, then 
any A I, A 2 E s/ have at least (n - d) componentwise common I's. 
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Hence 
E(n, d) = max ItS'(sl)I = max ItS'(.sf) I = max 16"(d)l, 
.PI e D(n, d) .PI e UD(n, d) .PI e Ul(n, n - d) 
(2,3 ) 
where the last formula concerns set systems and UI(n, n - d) denotes the 
set of all (n - d)-intersecting systems which are also upsets. 
We note that clearly 
I(n, n - d) c D(n, d) holds. (2.4 ) 
Another weIl-known notion is left-compressedness. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For any J4 c 2[n], any B e31 and 1 ~ i, j ~ n we set 
and SIj(J4) = {SIj(B): BEM}. 
if i ¢ B, j E B, {i} u (B\ {j} ) ¢ J4 
otherwise 
DEFINITION 2.3. J4 c 2[n] is said to be left-compressed or stable if 
SIj(J4)=J4 for alII ~i~j~n. 
It can be easily shown that we have the same properties with respect to 
transformation S/j as for TJ in (2.1). 
Therefore, using (2.3), one gets 
E(n, el) = max 16"(.w)l, (2.5 ) 
.PI e LUl(n. n - d) 
where LUI(n,n-d) is the set of all left-compressed sets from UI(n,n-d). 
DEFINITION 2.4. For a set .w c 2 [n] and 1 ~ i, j ~ n we denote by .~, J 
the set which is obtained from the set ,w by exchanging the coordinates i, j 
in every A E .w. 
Let ,wELUI(n,t) and t<n be the largest integer, such that d is 
invariant under exchange operations in [I, t], i.e. ,sf = s1;, J for all 1 ~ i, 
j ~ t but sf =I: .~. t + 1 for some 1 ~ i ~ t, 
Moreover, let 
,w' = {A Ed: A1,t+l ¢ d for some 1 ~ i~t}, (2.6) 
We need the foIlowing simple, but important 
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LEMMA 1 [4]. Let sI and sI' be sets, which are defined just above, and 
for A, A; E sI' introduce the sets B = An [1, t], B; = A; n [1, t], C = An 
[t + 1, n], and C;= A;n [t + 1, n]. Then 
(i) t+ 1 ¢Afor all AE.W'. 
(ii) Let A E sl' alld j E A, 1 ~ j ~ t; then we have Aj,(+l ¢ .w. 
(iii) Let A E sl'; then lI'e lult'e B' u C E sI' for every B' c [ I, t] with 
IB'I=IBI· 
(iv) Let A E sl' and DE d\.w'; then we have 
IA;,t+1 nDI ~t for all 1 ~i~t. 
(vi) Let A EsI'; then for any B'c[I,t] with IB'I<IBI and C's;;;C 
we have 
(B' u C') ¢ .w. 
(vii) Let A E sl'; then for any C' c C, (B u C') E .c1 implies 
(Bu C')Ed'; 
Proof The statement immediately follows from the left-compressedness 
of sl, the definition of sI', and the maximality of t. I 
The next obvious result shows that the counting of the edges for upsets 
can be done via cardinalities of the elements. 
LEMMA 2. Let.r:l c 2[n] be an upset. Then 
16'(d)1 = L (n-IA I)· 
Aed 
We also need the following result of Harper. 
THEOREM H. [7] (a special case). max.oI'e: {O, i}", 1.01'1_2"-1 II,"(.W) 1 is 
asslImed at the set .I('(n) = {(ai' ... , an) E to, l}n: al = I}, that is, 
max 1$(d)1 = 16'(,*,'(n))I. 
de: {O.l}", Idr-2"-1 
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3. AN AUXILIARY RESULT 
LEMMA 3. Let ,if c 2[m] have the properties 
(i) Y is complement-closed; that is, A E Y =:. A E Y, 
(ii) Y is convex; i.e., A, CEY and A cBc C=:.BEY. 
Then there exists an Y' c Y such that Y' E /(m) and 
m-l m-l L (m-IAI)~-2- L (m-IAI)=--I.'/I· (3.1) 
Aefl" m Aefl' 4 
Moreover, if .if ¥- 2[m], then there exists an Y' c .if, ,if' E /(m) for which 
strict inequality in (3.1) holds. 
Proof. At first we notice that the identity in (3.1) follows from property 
(i). In the case Y=2[m1, by taking ,if'={AE2[m1 :1EA} we have 
,Y" E /( m), 1.'/' 1 = I.~I = 2m - I and easily get (3.1) with equality in this case. 
Let now ,if ¥- 2[m1, let BEY be any element with minimal cardinality, 
and let iE B. 
We consider the following partition of Y: 
Y = 9'; 0.Cf2 0.'/3 0~, where 
9'; = {A E ,V' : i E A and (A\ {i} ) E flJ} 
.~ = {A E Y: i ¢ A and (A u {i}) E Y} 
..'f3 = {A E ,V' : i E A and (A\ {i} ) ¢ ,V'} 
.Y4={AEY:i¢A and (Au{i})¢.'/}. 
Clearly I.~ 1 = 1·921, 1·'/31 = 1·Y41 and ..'f3 ¥- 0, since i E B E ,if and B has mini-
mal cardinality. It is easily seen that 
and fl3 = {A: A E..'f3} = ,Y4. 
It is also easily verified that for every A E.Y4 and A' E ,if\.'/3 , A 11 A' ¥- 0 
holds. 
Hence, (9'; u ~), (.~ u..'f3) E /(m). Since //) = ,Y4, we get 
L (m_ 1AI>=m. I.'/3I;I.V4I. 
A e Y J U .9'4 
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Hence, 
{ " " } (W31+W~I) max L. (m-IAI), L. (m-IAj) ~m· 4 . 
A e 5"3 A e 5"4 
(3.2) 
On the other hand, by construction of 9\, .V2, and property Yi = Yl we 
have 
m· 
(WI 1 + 1·V2 j) 
2 L (m-IAI)+ L (m-IAI) 
Hence 
(m -1) L (111-IAI)= 4 (Wi 1 + W21)· 
A e 5") 
(3.3 ) 
Therefore, from (3.2), (3.3) we get 
max { L (111-IAI), L (m-IAI)} 
A e 5") v 5"3 A e 5") v 5"4 
~ ; . ( 1,931 + I ,Y41 ) + m ~ 1 (I ,'lll + 1 Yll ) 
> 111 ~ 1 (Wi I + IY21 + I,~ 1+ 1,Y4I) 
= m - 1 1,'l'I. 
4 
COROLLARY. Let 9" c 2[m] be defined as in Lemma 3 and let (3.1) hold 
for 9'" c ,'l', 9'" E /(m), I,'l" 1 = I.~I. Then for any C E IR 
m+2c-l L (m-IAI+c)~2( 2') L (m-IAI+c). (3.4) 
Ae5'" m + c Ae5" 
Proof We just notice that (3.4) follows from (3.1) and the identities 
m + 2c - 1 m + 2c - 1 (m ) 
2( L (111- IAI+c)=2( 2)' -2 ·19"1 +c· 1,'1'1 m + 2c) A e 5" 111 + C 
=111 + 2c-l '1,'l'1 = m -1 1,'1'1 + c 1,'l'1 
44· 2 
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and 
c· 1.1/'1 L (m-IAI+c)= L (m-1AI)+-2-' I 
AeY" AeY" 
4. MAIN STEP IN THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let .J?/ED(n,d) be a set with 16'(d)I=E(n,d). According to (2.5) we 
can assume that sl E LV/(n, t), where t = n - d. The main auxiliary result, 
which essentially proves the theorem, is the following 
LEMMA 4. Let .s1 be the set which is described just above. Then 
necessarily .91 is invariant under exchange operations in 
(i) [I,n], if2Idandd~n-3 
(ii) [1,n-2], if2Idandd=n-2 
(iii) [I,n-I], (f2%dandd~n-2. 
(4.1 ) 
Proof Let t be the largest integer such that d;, j =.s1 for all I ~ i, j ~ t. 
Assume in the opposite to (4.1) 
(4.2) 
where n I E { n - 2, n - I, n} depends on the case. 
We are going to show that, under assumption (4.2) there exists a 
ME/(n,t) (and hence :/AED(n,d)) with IC(JB)i> It'(.n1)I, which is a 
contradiction. 
For this we start with a partition .ev/' = U~_I ,n1(i), of the non empty set 
<c1' defined in (2.6), where .J?1(i) = {A Ed' : IA n [I,t] 1 = i}. Of course, 
some of the d(i)'s can be empty. In fact it follows from Lemma I(iv), (v) 
that d(i) = 0 for all I ~ i < t. We will show that all the d(i)'s are empty. 
Suppose that .fIU) # 0 for some i, t ~ i ~ t. We remind the reader that 
t + I ¢ A for all A E ,ev/' (see Lemma I (i)). From Lemma 1 (iii) we know that 
Isl(i)1 = G) ·lsI*(i)l, (4.3 ) 
where 
d*(i) = {A n [t + 2, n] : A E .r.1(i)}. (4.4 ) 
Let us note that in the case n = t + 1 we have d*(i) = 0 and 1.c1*(i)1 = 1. 
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Now we consider the set 
:.M(i) = {B : IB n [1,1] 1= i - 1,1 + 1 E B, (B n [t + 2, n]) E d*(in. 
Clearly 
(4.5 ) 
and .~(i)ns/=0 by Lemma I(ii). 
With d(i) and .].1(i) we consider also the sets d( t + t - i) and 
J4(t+t-i). Similar to (4.3), (4.5) we have 
Id(t + f-i)1 =(t t .) 'Id*(t + t-i)1 
+t-I 
1.~(I+f-i)I=(1 t. I).I.cY*(/+t-i)I . 
. +f-I-
We distinguish two cases: (a) i # t + 1 - i, (b) i = t + t - i. 
(4.6) 
Case (a). i#I+I-i. From Lemma I(v) it follows that for BEJ4(i), 
A E d(j) with i + j # 1 + 1 IBn A I ~ f holds. Hence using this and 
Lemma I (iv) we have 
.ff. = «d\.r:-J(t+f-i)) uP4(i)) E/(n, t) and 
.ifi = «sJ\.r:/(i)) u 91(t + t - i)) E I(n, f). 
Let us show that 
max{ 16'(,*1)1, It'C#'2)1} > 18(d)1 = £(11, eI), (4.7) 
which will be a contradiction. 
Using Lemma I(vi), (vii) one can easily show that the sets .*1, £;, 
(d\.c{(j)) are all upsets. Therefore, we have (by Lemma 2) 
16'(.r:-/)1 = 16'(.c{\sl(t + 1 - i))1 + (n-IAI) 
A E.oI(t + I-I) 
=16'(d\d(i))I+ L (n-IAI) 
A E.oI(i) (4.8) 
It(.*1)1=18(d\d(t+l-i))I+ L (n-IAI) 
A E"'(i) 
(n-IAI). 
A E"'(t + I-I) 
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Hence the negation of (4.7) is 
L (n-IAI)~ L (n-IAI) 
Ae..,,(I+I-1) Ae{ifU) ( 4.9) 
L (n-IAI)~ L (n-IAI). 
A e""U) 
Since we have assumed that d'(i)"i' 0, clearly d(t + t - i) "i' 0 as well, 
because otherwise the first inequality of (4.9) is false. 
Using properties of the sets d(i), J.1(i) (see also (4.3), (4.5), (4.6)) we 
can write (4.9) in the form 
( t .) . L (n - t - t + i-I CI ) t + t -I Ce.."O(I+I-i) 
~(. t). L (n-i-IDI) 
1 - I De.."O(i) (4.10) 
(~) . L (n - i -IDI) 
1 De""OU) 
~ ( t. ) . L (n - t - t + i-I CI). 
t+t-I-I Ce.."O(I+I-I) 
However, (4.10) implies 
(t-i + 1)(; + I-I) ~ (t + I-i) i, 
which is false, because t ~ 2 and consequently i>; + 1 - I, t + t - i> 
t-i+l. 
Hence d(i) = 0 for all i"i' t + I-i. 
Case (b). i=t+t-iori=lt. 
Here necessarily 21 (t + t) and therefore by assumption (4.2) we have 
in (4.1) 
t~n-2 
t~n-4 
t~n-3 
Recalling (4.3) and (4.4) we have 
in the case (i), 
in the case (ii), 
in the case (iii). 
(4.11 ) 
I,nt«t + t)/2)1 = Ct :t)/2) ·lsl*«t + 1)/2)1 (4.12) 
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and any A E sl( tt') can be written in the form A = B (; C, where 
B = (A 11 [1, t]) is any element of( (t~})/2)' C = (A 11 [t + 2, n) E d*((t + 1)/2). 
We remind the reader again that t + 1 ¢ A for all A E s¥(i) cd'. 
Now we consider any element A' = B' (; C', where B' E (t~})/2)' C C C' c 
[t+2,n], and CEd*((t+/)/2). 
Of course, A' E d, since d is an upset and (B' u C) E d' c 09/, 
(B' u C) c (B' u C'). It is also clear by definition that, if A' Ed', then 
A'Ed((t+t)/2). 
Using Lemma l(iv) we can say more: A' = B' u C' E d((t + 1)/2) if and 
only if there is a C" E d*((t + t)/2) with C" 11 C' = 0, and hence with 
every CE d*((t + t)/2) we have also C = ([t + 2, n]\ C) E d*((t + 1)/2). 
Moreover, it is easily seen that Sy*((t + 1)/2) is a convex set. 
Therefore .c/*((t + 1)/2) has the properties described in Lemma 3 and 
we can apply Lemma 3 and the corollary to get an intersecting set 
.clt((t+t)/2)cd*((t+t)/2) for which (3.3) holds: 
m+2c-l L (m-IDI+c)~ L (m-IDI+c) 
De.oI r«t+I)/2) 2(m + 2c) De ...... «t+I)/2) 
(4.13 ) 
for m = n - t - 1 and any constant c. 
Now we denote by 
{ 
t+ t ~l= B:IBI1[I,t]I=-2-- 1,t+1EB, 
( t + I)} (B 11 [t + 2, n]) Edt -2- (4.14 ) 
( t+t) {(t+l) (t+t)} s~ -2- = AEd -2- :(AI1[t+2,n])E,i./t -2-
and consider the following competitor of the set 09/: 
It is easily seen that ~ E /(n, t). 
We are going to show (under assumption (4.11)) that 
16"(·1f3)1 > 16"(.cI)I. (4.15 ) 
which will be a contradiction. 
It is easily verified that both ,Yf3 and (,.w<\.w'((t + 1)/2)), are upsets. 
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Therefore, by Lemma 2 we can write 
16"(.9'1)1 = Is (S>I\.71 (t; 1))1 + L (n -IA I) 
A e d«t + 1)/2) 
lo('.#~)1 = Ig (.71\d (t; 1))1 + L (n -IA I)· 
A ed)«t+ 1)/2) uBI) 
Hence negation of (4.15) is 
(n-IAI)~ (n-IAI), 
A e d«t + 1)/2) 
which can be written in the form (see (4.12), (4.13)) 
( t ) . L (n-IDI) (t + 1)/2 Ded.«t+t)/2) 
(( t ) ( t )) " ~ + . L. (n-IDI) (t + 1)/2 (t + 1)/2 - I De."'j«t+t)/2) 
= ( t + I ). L (n -IDI}, 
(t + 1)/2 Dedj«t' +/)/2) 
and this is equivalent to 
t-t+2 
--. L (n-IDI)~ L (n-IDI}. 
2(t + I) Ded'((t+/)/2) Dedj«t+/)/2) 
(4.16 ) 
However (4.13) for m=n-t-I, c=(t-t+2)/2 and (4.16) imply 
n-t t-t+2 
---~ , 
n-t+1 t+1 ( 4.17) 
which is false, since t ~ 2 and (4.11) holds by assumption. I 
5. FINAL STEP IN THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let dE D(n, d) be a set with 10'(.>1)1 = E(n, d). Of course, we can 
assume that .71 is maximal, that is .9'1 u {A} f D(n, d) for all A f .>1. Accord-
ing to (2.5), as in Lemma 4, we can also assume that .91 E LUI(n, n -d). 
In the case d = n - I, we just notice that any maximal set :JIJ E D(n, n - I) 
has cardinality 13dl=2n - l . Now the statement E(n,n-I)=lo'(Yt(n))1 
immediately follows from Theorem H. 
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In the case 21d, d~n-3 we get from Lemma4(i): IAI ~n-~ for all 
AE.W, since .rl is invariant in [1,n] and at the same time .wE/(n,n-d). 
This implies .rI c .%d/2(n, n - d) E D(n, d) and by maximality of .rI we get 
.rI = .%d/2( n, n - d). 
Now we consider the case 2 I d, d = n - 2. Looking at the proof of 
Lemma4(ii) we see that in (4.17) for t=n-d=2, t=n-2 we have an 
equality, which means that Lemma 4(ii) can be slightly changed to 
(ii) '" If 2 I d and d = n - 2, then there exists an optimal set which is 
invariant in [1, n]. Therefore, in this case again we have 
£(n, d) = It'(.;fj/in, n -d»I. 
We verify (for 21d, d=n-2) that 
lo( .i(d-2)/in, n - d» I = lo( .%d/2(n, n - d»1 
and hence ;X('d-2)/2(n, n - d) is the second optimal configuration in this 
case (see the remark after the formulation of the Theorem). 
Finally, the case 2 i d, d ~ n - 2 follows from Lemma 4( iii) by similar 
arguments. I 
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